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City of Middletown
Police Department
Memorandum
Date:
To:
From:
Subject:

03/11/19
Chief John Ewanciw
Lieutenant Jeffry Thoelen
Self-Inflicted Injury to Defendant Joseph Rhein
Event #18-32141 / Case #18-4872
Chief Ewanciw:
I am in receipt of a supervisor's investigation conducted by Lieutenant Essam Khalil and Sergeant George
Valentin in reference to a male defendant who suffered two minor self-inflicted injuries after being placed
under arrest as a result of a domestic incident on October 31 , 2018. The injuries consisted of two minor
lacerations, which occurred while the defendant was being transported to the police department in a patrol
vehicle, and again while he was being arraigned in Middletown City Court. These injuries were fairly
unpreventable, as the defendant's conduct during the incident was very unpredictable and unusual. The
incident was effectively handled by Sergeant Valentin, and no additional department action should be
necessary. Please see the following brief case summary and analysis for further information.
Facts of the Incident:

On Wednesday, October 31 , 2018, Joseph Rhein was placed under arrest secondary to a domestic dispute
that took place at 109 Overlook Drive. Rhein was placed into custody without incident, but upon being
placed in the rear of marked patrol vehicle # 11 , he began to violently smash his head against the patrol
vehicle cage, causing a slight laceration to his forehead. The injury was very minor, and it required no
medical attention beyond basic first aid. The arresting officer, Andrew Sciandra, took appropriate
measures to ensure Rhein's safety while being transported to the police department, and upon his arrival
at the station, began booking and processing him in accordance with standard department policy and
procedures.
Shortly after the booking process began, Rhein was observed punching himself in the forehead several
times. Officer Sciandra directly observed this taking place, and took immediate action to prevent Rhein
from causing an injury to himself by handcuffing both of Rhein's wrists to the booking room bench.
Officer Sciandra then continued the booking process, maintaining close supervision of Rhein during the
procedures.
After several minutes went by, Rhein appeared to have calmed down significantly. He made repeated
requests that he be allowed to have one of his wrists removed from handcuffs, so that he could be more
comfortable. Lt. Khalil agreed to have the handcuff removed, and Rhein initially appeared to be in better
control of himself. Unfortunately, as time went on, Rhein again became upset and began punching
himself in the head. He was once again handcuffed with both wrists attached to the booking room bench,

and it was decided that he would remain that way, under constant supervision, until the time of his
arraignment in City Court.
Officer Sciandra then prepared to have Rhein brought into Middletown City Court for arraignment
purposes. Rhein was removed from the booking room bench and was handcuffed with his arms in front,
as is customary when performing this task. While being arraigned in City Court, Rhein struck himself in
the forehead with his handcuffs, causing a second laceration to his forehead. Rhein was quickly brought
back to the booking room bench, and handcuffed with his arms immobilized. He was offered medical
attention via Mobile Life Support Services, but he declined any treatment. Rhein was subsequently
transferred to the custody of the Orange County Sheriff's Office without further incident. No further
action was taken regarding this case.
Analysis and Assessment:

After reviewing this incident and the investigative paperwork provided by Lieutenant Khalil and Sergeant
Valentin, I concur that these injuries were difficult to prevent on the part of Officer Sciandra. Joseph
Rhein's conduct was highly unusual and unpredictable, and Officer Sciandra took reasonable precautions
to ensure Rhein 's safety throughout his arrest and booking process. When Rhein was placed in the rear of
the patrol car, it was almost impossible to prevent Rhein from striking his head against the back, front, or
side of the passenger compartment. Even a vehicle seatbelt cannot effectively inhibit an individual's
movement of his or her head. Prior to Rhein's conduct in the patrol vehicle, Officer Sciandra had no
reason to believe that Rhein would engage in that type of behavior, but upon observing his conduct, he
took appropriate measures to ensure his safety and responded as quickly and safely as possible to the
police department.
Upon arriving at the police department, Rhein continued to act aggressive towards himself. Officer
Sciandra observed Rhein punching himself several times, and took appropriate measures to prevent this
from occurring by securing both of Rhein's wrists to the booking room bench. Rhein was then fairly
cooperative from that point forward, and did not exhibit any additional aggressive behavior. He then
made a respectful request to have one of his arms removed from handcuffs, and based upon his calm
demeanor and continued cooperation, Lt. Khalil agreed to allow Rhein to be unsecured. Unfortunately,
Rhein was still intent on harming himself, and began punching himself once again. Officer Sciandra
again took immediate action, and it was determined that Rhein could not be allowed on the booking bench
without both wrists being secured.
Once Rhein was brought into City Court for arraignment, he was secured in handcuffs, with his hands in
front of him. I agree with Sergeant Valentin's suggestion that Officer Sciandra could have considered
handcuffing Rhein with his hands behind his back, so as to ensure that he was better immobilized against
aggressive conduct. Based upon Rhein's continual self-destructive behavior, this was likely the best
action that could have been taken and Rhein would not have been capable of striking himself in the
forehead with the handcuffs. While Officer Sciandra did not violate any policy or procedure by failing to
rear secure Rhein, he should have given greater consideration to Rhein's propensity for violence when
escorting him to and from City Court.
I believe that this incident was effectively handled by Lieutenant Khalil and Sergeant Valentin in that
Officer Sciandra was closely observed and counseled regarding best practices for securing disorderly

.

prisoners. Officer Sciandra conducted himself reasonably, despite the fact that Rhein sustained minor
injuries. Officer Sciandra was clearly aware of the fact that he needed to take action from preventing
Rhein from harming himself, and took basic precautions. He has since been counseled and I do not
believe that additional training or other remedial action is necessary. At this time, I have completed my
review and analysis of this incident. Based upon the information I have presented, I would like to
officially submit that this incident be considered "CLOSED." Please let me know if you have any
additional questions or concerns.
Respectfully submitted,

Lieutenant Jeffry R. Thoelen
Bureau Commander of Operations

CITY OF MIDDLETOWN POLICE DEPARTMENT

Memo
Date:
To:
From:
Subject:

11/06/18
Lt Khalil
Sgt Valentin
Joseph Rhein self inflicted injuries/ case 4872-18

On 10/31/18 during the 8am to 4pm shift PO Sciandra was assigned to patrol car # 11 for
his final field training ride along and was being observed by Lt Graziano during the second half
of the shift. At 109pm PO Sciandra and PO Ryer were dispatched to a domestic dispute at 109
Overlook Drive and the suspect/defendant turned out to be Joseph Rhein(DOB of
).One
of the victims, a Deborah Wronka provided a signed DIR deposition. Deborah stated that after
she told Joseph to leave the premise he began to punch himself in the head with his left and right
fists . See attached for full statement.
Joseph was subsequently arrested for Menacing 3rd . While being transported in car # 11
by PO Sciandra whom was being observed by Lt Graziano, Joseph began to bang his head
against the window of car # 11 .This action caused a half inch cut to Joseph ' s forehead. Upon
arrival at headquarters Joseph refused medical attention. The defendant was secured to the bench
with his left arm. Photos were taken of Joseph's injury. Shortly after the booking process began,
Joseph started to punch himself in the head again. I witnessed his actions and ordered PO
Sciandra to also handcuff hjs right arm to the bench. After a wrule being in trus position, he had
calmed down and Lt Khalil advised PO Sciandra to remove the handcuff from hjs right wrist.
However, he was placed under constant supervision.
At approximately 51 Spm I was approaching the bookjng room and Joseph once again
began to punch himself in the head with his right hand. I ordered PO Sciandra to handcuff his
right arm to the bench and advised PO Sciandra that he is to remain that way until the judge is
ready for arraignment. I responded to the front desk and advised Lt Tobin and Sgt Harget of what
had just happened and of my order to PO Sciandra. I then ended my shift and left for the day.
I later learned that when PO Sciandra brought Joseph into court for his arraignment he
began to punch himself in the forehead while he was wearing the handcuffs. This caused another
quarter inch cut to his forehead. Mobile life support was called and Joseph initially agreed to be
treated. Mobile life support arrived (EMT John Mckensie, paramedic Thomas D ' Anna) and
evaluated Joseph. He was advised of his options but refused any further medical attention. He
was eventually turned over to the Orange County Sheriffs Office without further incident.
* Photos of both injuries attached
* PO Sciandra' s case report and supplemental attached
* Deborah Wronka' s deposition attached
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I spoke PO Sciandra regarding these incidents. I advised that Joseph could have been
handcuffed in the rear when he was brought to court and his feet could also be shackled. Further
I advised him that the judge could also respond to the booking room and arraign defendants if we
feel there is a safety factor involved in doing so.
No further action or discussion was necessary.

Respectfully Submitted

Sgt George Valentin
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Middletown Police Dept
INCIDENT REPORT (continuation page)

Page

BLOTTER/CC No. : CM-032141-18

INCIDENT No .: CM-04872-18
ADDITIONAL NARRATIVE
WENT BACK TO HIS GRANDMOTHER HOUSE (135 OVERLOOK DR).

OFFICERS MADE CONTACT WITH THE DEFENDANT WHERE HE WAS PLACED UNDER ARREST.
THE
HANDCUFFS WERE CHECK FOR FIT AND DOUBLE LOCKED.
R/O TRANSPORT THE DEFENDANT TO
370 IN MARKE D UNIT 11. WHILE IN ROUTE THE DEFENDANT WAS YELLING AND SCREAMING.
WHILE THE DEFENDANT WAS SITTING IN THE BACK OF UNIT 11 HE HIT HIS HEAD
MULT I PLE TIMES ON THE WINDOW .
THIS CAUSED A HALF INCH CUT TO THE DEFENDANTS
FOREHEAD.
UPON ARRIVAL TO 370 THE DEFENDANT REFUSED MEDICAL ATTENTION.
TAKEN OF THE DEFENDANTS SELF INFLICTED INJURY.
OFFICER RYER SECURED A SWORN DEPOSITION FROM DEBORAH.
REDUCTION COMP LETE.
DEBORAH DID NOT SCREEN IN.

PICTURES WERE

DIR COMPLETED.

RISK

R/O COMPLETED THE DEBRIEF ING FORM.
WHILE AT 370 THE DEFENDANT STRUCK HIMSELF IN THE HEAD WITH HIS FIST SEVERAL
TIMES .
AFTER COMPLE TING A SUICIDE PREVENTION SCREENING, THE DEFENDANT STATED THAT HE
WAS GOING TO KILL HIMSELF.
THE DEFENDANT WAS PLACED ON CONSTANT SUPERVISION .
NOTHING FURTHER TO REPORT.
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CASE SUPPLEMENTAL NARRATIVE REPORT
Narrative#:
1

1

Officer Rank/Name: PO ANDREW M SCIANDRA
Case Number.: CM-04876-18
Blotter/CC#: CM-032141-18

Departrnent:Middletown Police Dept
DD Number :

1691:10/31/2018 18 : 40 DURING THE ARRAIGNMENT THE DEFENDANT, WHILE HANDCUFFED IN THE
FRONT , SMASHED HIS FOREHEAD WITH THE HANDCUFFS. THIS CAUSED A QUARTER INCH CUT TO THE
DEFENDANTS FOREHEAD.
LT TOBIN WAS NOTIFIED.
PICTURES TAKEN AND MEMORY CARD WAS
PLACED INTO EVIDENCE.
-,._.

THE DEFENDANT REQUESTED MEDICAL ATTENTION . MOBILE LIFE UNIT 235 (15059EV- NY)
RESPONDED 370.
EMT JOHN MCKENZIE AND THOMAS D'ANNA EVALUATED THE DEFENDANT . THE
DEFENDANT REFUSED FURTHER MEDICAL TREATMENT. NOTHING FURTHER.
Signature
0.0.:

Sqd. Superv. :

c.o.:
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CITY OF MIDDLETOWN POLICE DEPARTMENT
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Memo

Date: November 7, 2018
To: Sgt. George Valentin
From : Sgt. Eric Harget
Subject: Joseph Rhein (18-32141) (Injured self)

On October 31 , 2018, I was working as the field supervisor from 4 pm to 12 am. During the shift
at approximately 1730 hours I was notified by Lt. Tobin to respond to headquarters. At
headquarters I observed the defendant, Joseph Rhein (DOB:
), on the booking bench
who was arrested on the 8 am to 4 pm prior shift. Officer Sciandra was with Joseph Rhein.
I spoke with Officer Sciandra. Officer Sciandra stated that during the arraignment in court
Joseph Rhein struck himself in the forehead with the handcuffs, which were around his wrists
(handcuffed in the front). Officer Sciandra stated that Joseph was not injured by any officer and
that the small laceration on his forehead was self-inflicted.
I observed the small cut/ laceration to the forehead of Joseph Rhein. Officer Sciandra took
photographs of the laceration. I then spoke to Joseph. Joseph stated to me that he was speaking
with the judge during the arraignment and then he struck his own forehead with the handcuffs,
which were around his wrists. I did again ask to clarify if the inj ury was in fact self-inflicted.
Joseph again stated that he struck himself with the handcuffs on his wrist and stated that no one
else caused an injury to him.
I asked Joseph if he needed medical attention. Joseph stated that he did have a headache from his
own actions. Joseph first stated he wanted medical attention and then changed his mind several
times. I advised dispatch to have Mobile Life respond to headquarters. Mobile Life Unit #235
(NY- 15059 EV) (EMT's- John McKenzie and Thomas D'Ama) responded to headquarters.
Joseph refused medical attention and was turned over to the Orange County Sheriff s
Department without further incident.
Respectfully submitted,

Sgt. Eric Harget
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CITY OF MIDDLETOWN POLICE DEPARTMENT

Memo
To: Lt. Thoelen
From: Lt. Khalil
Date: 11/06/2018
Re: Self inflicted injury to defendant Joseph Rhein case # 184872

Sgt. Valentin submitted to me a supervisor's investigation report regarding
self inflicted injury to defendant Joseph Rhein. I find that Sgt Valentin's report to
be complete and thorough. Based on the investigation, I conclude that all the
Officers involved acted in a professional manner and in accordance with
department policy. I see no training issues that need to be addressed at this time.
Lt. Essam F. Khalil 1037
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